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Freshman Summer Reading List  
 
Before the year starts, students taking English I (110 or 115) will read the following two (2) required 
works of literature. Students taking Honors English I (111) will read the two (2) required 
selections and one (1) selection of the student’s choice from the list below.   
 
Required Book:   
Make Your Bed: Little Things That Can Change Your Life…And Maybe the World - William H. McRaven 

Based on Admiral William H. McRaven’s commencement speech for the graduating class from the 
University of Texas at Austin, McRaven shares the ten lessons he learned from Navy SEAL training. 
They are simple lessons that deal with overcoming the trials of SEAL training, but the ten lessons are 
equally important in dealing with the challenges of life—no matter who you are. Make Your Bed 
encourages you to pursue your goals and change the lives of others for the better by showing that 
success is a combination of individual willpower and mutual support. 

 
Required Book:   
Positive: A Memoir - Paige Rawl  

Positive tells the life story of Paige Rawl, documenting her journey of discovery—of her being born 
with HIV; of her resilience, courage and strength to stand up to her bullies; and of herself, as she 
becomes an accomplished and passionate teen advocate, HIV/AIDS educator, and anti-bullying 
speaker.  Positive is a must-read for teens, their parents, educators, and administrators—a brave, visceral 
work that will save lives and resonate deeply. 

HONORS ENGLISH I: Read BOTH Required Books AND Choose One (1) Additional Book 

 The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time - Mark Haddon  
Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world, their capitals, and every prime 
number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. One day a 
neighbor's dog is killed, and his carefully constructive universe is threatened. Christopher sets out to 
solve the murder in the style of his favorite detective, Sherlock Holmes.  

 
The Other Wes Moore: One Name, Two Fates - Wes Moore 

Two kids named Wes Moore were born blocks apart within a year of each other. Both grew up fatherless 
in similar Baltimore neighborhoods and had difficult childhoods; both hung out on street corners with 
their crews; both ran into trouble with the police. How, then, did one grow up to be a Rhodes Scholar, 
decorated veteran, White House Fellow, and business leader, while the other ended up a convicted 
murderer serving a life sentence?  


